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Abstract: In this paper a process model for the development of system requirements specifications
for railway systems is introduced. Demands of the approval of system requirements specifications,
which arise from recent European railway standards, are taken into account. The aim is to obtain a
system specification, which is unambiguous and easy to understand for all parties involved and in
which safety aspects are considered in detail. Correlations between the development of a precise
system specification, the performance of safety relevant correctness checks and the performance of
risk analysis are presented. Especially the identification, specification and formalisation of safety
requirements are treated with regard to correctness checks referred to safety aspects by using model
checking. It is also demonstrated how different techniques of risk analysis can be supported by a
system model in diagrams of the Unified Modelling Language (UML). This work has been
developed in close co-operation with the Institute of Railway Systems Engineering and Traffic
Safety (IfEV), Technical University of Braunschweig, Germany within the scope of the project
SafeRail2.
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1. Introduction

Ambiguities and defects in system requirements specifications (also known as ”user requirements
specification”) may have consequences on the whole system development. In case of safety critical
systems these consequences could be fatal in this way that the system is not safe.
                                                
1 This work was sponsored by the German Research Council (DFG) within the scope of the focus area program (1064) on the

“Integration of Specification Techniques with Applications in Engineering”.
2 Project of the German Research Council (DFG) within the scope of the focus area program (1064) on the “Integration of

Specification Techniques with Applications in Engineering” (see http://www.uni-stuttgart.de/projekte/saferail/).



For those reasons in the new European railway standards (CENELEC [EN50126], [EN50128] and
[prEN50129]) and in the international generic standard for safety related systems [IEC61508] it is
required to obtain evidence of safety in system requirements specifications. Moreover, the approval
of the system requirements specification by an independent supervising authority is demanded.
More and more the fulfilment of CENELEC standards is required by European requests for
proposal. The problem is that these standards often prescribe what should be done but they only
contain little guidance on how the demands can be realised in concrete projects (see [No01]). In this
first system development stage different techniques and methods must be used to define the system
and to pursue safety strategies. With the goal to reach an homogenous and consistent system
requirements specification it is necessary to clarify the syntax and semantics of the used
specification and modelling techniques. There also has to be checking possibilities ensuring
correctness related to safety requirements. Also the logical interrelationship between the different
techniques and how they support each other has to be clear.

The focus of this paper is on the development of system requirements specifications with respect to
fulfilling demands of standards. Methods, techniques and approaches, which are integrated in a
methodical way in form of a process model for the development of system requirements
specifications for railway systems, are introduced. In such process model, demands not only for
standards have to be fulfilled but also for the usability and understandability for the different parties
involved at the development of system requirements specifications for safety critical application
fields. The first party involved are the operating authorities, who are the clients. In Germany, in
railway practice, this is the “Deutsche Bahn” (DB). Its duty, according to standards, is the
preparation of the system requirements specification. But often they pass the execution of this task
on industrial developers (manufacturers, suppliers) or they do it in co-operation with industrial
developers, who are the second party involved. The third party is formed by the supervising
authorities (safety authorities), who have to inspect the system requirements specification, ensuring
the compliance with the standards. In Germany e.g. this is the “Eisenbahnbundesamt” (EBA). But
they often pass the inspection on a fourth party involved, the assessors who are independent experts
in the application area. After the acceptance of the system requirements specification, it is given to
industrial developers, who will realise the system requirements specification in the role of the
supplier. But before, they have to understand the user requirements. The correct understanding is
checked this way so that the developers formulate more precisely the requirements in form of the
system design specification (target specification). On that basis the operating authority is able to
check whether the developers have understood correctly the user requirements. The conclusion is
that at the development of system requirements specifications safety does not only have to be
achieved, but it also has to be demonstrated for the supervising authority. Such demonstration is the
basis for the approval of system requirements specifications. That means that it has to be clear for
inspectors of the supervising authority how safety is achieved. Therefore methods and techniques in
use have to be understandable for inspectors.

In section 2, demands of European standards in railway area are explained in relation to required
techniques and methods. It is also shown a way on how requirements can be fulfilled by using



several specific techniques and their combinations. In the next three sections certain methods and
techniques, which are used in the DFG project SafeRail in perspective to requirements of the
standards, are described in more detail: First, in section 3 the precise use of diagrams of UML
(Unified Modelling Language) is discussed. Second, in section 4 risk analysis by using FMEA
(Failure Mode and Effect Analysis), FTA (Fault Tree Analysis) and ETA (Event Tree Analysis) is
explained on the basis of the precise system model in UML notation. Third, in section 5 the formal
specification of functional safety requirements is described as basis of safety related correctness and
refutation checks of the system model. Finally the paper concludes with the most important results,
which lead to an unambiguous and clear system requirements specification.

2. Demands of European Standards in Railway Area

Key messages of [IEC61508] are that absolute safety cannot be achieved, because absolute safety is
not an absolute value and therefore safety should be defined as a judgement of the acceptability of
the risk for danger. A system is safe if its attendant risks of hazards are judged to be acceptable.
Therefore risks, which are not tolerable, have to be reduced. An operational hazard is a situation, in
which a threat for humans or the environment exists, caused by the system operation, which could
lead to an accident. The risk (harm expectation value) is greater than the marginal risk. This can
arise from the system itself or from its environment.

In contrast to previous kinds of system requirements specification, the new CELENEC standards
([EN50126], [EN50128] and [prEN50129]) require the determination and prescription of the safety
target for the compound system as part of system requirements specification as well as the safety
target for the several subsystems. As a precondition to reach this, the new standards require risk
analysis as part of the preparation of the system requirements specification.

In risk analysis possible operational hazards are identified, which have to be considered in the
system development by countermeasures. Proceeding from that basis possible consequences of
operational hazards are analysed. On that basis tolerable hazard rates can be computed. This way it
can be checked if evidence of comparable safety is achieved. “Comparable safety” is the safety of
existing systems, which are in operation. In this way quantitative values of risk can be prescribed.
In the further steps of system development it has to be considered that these values are not
exceeded.

Besides, in standards the use of formal methods for evidence of safe functionality is highly
recommended for high safety demands. The advantage of this is that formal models are specified in
notations with unambiguous syntax and semantics so that mathematical processes on the basis of
such specifications are possible. The result are unambiguous and compact specifications, which
even enable correctness proofs and refutation checks concerning functional safety requirements in
order to obtain evidence of safe functionality. Therefore the standards recommend the use of formal
methods at least for the software parts of system specification in case of high safety critical systems,



but it is highly recommended for the highest Safety Integrity Level. However from the point of
view of the German supervising authority (Eisenbahnbundesamt) there is the objective of using
formal methods for compound system aspects (see [KaLeSu00]). In addition a formal modelling of
the system leads to a more compact and less complex system requirements specification. In
[IEC61508] temporal logic is characterised as suitable for direct expression of safety requirements
and as basis for formal demonstration that the expressed properties are preserved in the different
development steps (compare section 5). The consequence is that already in the system requirements
specification the system has to be described precisely in the form of a system model and safety
requirements have to be described as part of the system requirements specification.

According to the standards a consistence check is not recommended for all cases of scenarios as
well as not for all kinds of requirements, a correctness check should be done. The expenditure to
perform correctness and consistence checks is not reasonable in every case when compared with its
benefit. Only for high safety related functional requirements and for high safety critical operational
scenarios those methods are useful.

According to standards it can be concluded that risk analysis and evidence of safe functionality are
two main activities in developing system requirements specifications (see Figure 1). For both
activities a precise system model is the basis. The development of this model is the third activity.
These three activities together form the “building” to obtain evidence of safety in the development
of system requirements specifications.

development of
system requirements
specifications

development of a precise system model

risk analysis

- identification of
  possible hazards
- evidence that 
  comparable safety is
  achieved

evidence of
safe functionality

- formal specification
  of safety requirements
- formal correctness
  and refutation checks

evidence
of safety

Figure 1: Main activities in the development of system requirements specifications

So we can take the note that the development process of system requirements specifications should
- enable to develop a precise system model,
- support to perform risk analysis and should
- enable to obtain evidence of safe functionality:

• by the identification of safety requirements,



• by the formal specification of safety requirements and
• by formal correctness and refutation checks.

3.  Development of a precise system model in UML

The use of formal methods in industrial development of safe systems is still rare. A significant
barrier is that many formal languages and formal analysis techniques are unfamiliar and difficult to
understand and consequently difficult to apply for engineers. But understandability plays an
important role. First for developers in railway practice, who in general are no experts in formal
methods, the used notations and techniques must be easy to understand, especially in teamwork.
Second the assessors and the supervising authority must be able to understand the whole system
model and the used techniques like correctness checks to achieve safety. That means that they have
to accept and trust in the used techniques. E.g. they must be able to reconstruct correctness checks.
Otherwise they would not be able to accept system requirements specification. A further important
demand of the developers is usability of the methods. If intensive training is necessary to introduce
methods, the acceptance of new methods is hard and leads to doubts concerning the benefit.

For these reasons existing methods must be considered, which are familiar to the developers or
which become more and more important on basis of other benefits. The benefit of a new notation or
technique has to be obvious. Especially the modelling notation has to be understandable and the
model structure easily recognisable. This leads to clearness so that especially in teamwork the
system model is easy to understand for different persons. From the engineering point of view the
model used for system model should be reusable for the design. That means that the acceptance of a
formal notation is low if it is different to the design notation. Nowadays in engineering graphical
notations are more and more common in analysis and design stages because of its compactness and
its intuitive understandability. Progressively the Unified Modelling Language (UML) becomes a
standard in system and software modelling in engineering.

In [AG00] it is shown that the system model of a system requirements specification in railway
practice ideally contains a description of operational scenarios, system structure and behaviour of
subsystems. For execution of risk analysis ideally there is a model of the system structure and
executable models. This would support the qualitative analysis. The executable model gives
information concerning direct failure effects and, based on the structure, model failure
interrelationships concerning system environment, system parts and subsystems can be determined.

These different aspects of system modelling can be achieved by using the following UML
notations: Operational scenarios can be specified by means of sequence diagrams of UML (see
Figure 2). For modelling the system structure and interfaces between system objects class diagrams
are suitable (see Figure 3a). For the description of the behaviour of the system objects statecharts
are used (see Figure 3b).
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Figure 2: Example of an UML sequence diagram for a possible failure scenario for interaction
between train and level crossing
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a transition system (see [Ca99]). By this transformation the formal semantic is determined. That is
also the basis for the translation into the input modelling language of the model checker. The
semantics of sequence diagrams is determined by conversion into sequences in µ-calculus. The
representation in µ-calculus is the precondition for processing by the model checker µcke. In
addition the determined unambiguous semantic foundation of the graphical notations must be
defined understandably and clearly for engineers so that it can be used with the correct intention.
This can be reached, by using explanations in natural language. We have carried out this for
example for precise definition of relations in UML class diagrams (association, composition,
aggregation, heredity), see [Ar02].

4. Risk Analysis

According to [EN50129] risk analysis essentially consists of four steps:
Step 1: system definition
Step 2: identification of operational hazards
Step 3: consequence analysis
Step 4: risk assessment

In the step of risk analysis of the process model redundant activities related to other steps have to be
avoided. For example it is ineffective to specify the system in step 1 again, when it is already
modelled in UML notation. The more precise the system definition is the more exact are the other
steps of risk analysis. In this section an approach is introduced in which risk analysis is supported
by notation of the system model.

In section 3 it has already been explained that system definition contains descriptions of operational
scenarios, the system structure and the behaviour of subsystems. In this section it is shown, that this
system modelling aspects are ideal for carrying out risk analysis. On that basis the identification of
operational hazards (step 2) can be determined systematically by using FMEA (Failure Mode and
Effect Analysis, see [IEC60812]), FTA (Fault Tree Analysis, see [IEC61025]) and by analysis of
scenarios of the system operation. At FMEA the consequences of failures of subsystems or failures
of system functions are considered. These could lead to operational hazards, which are determined
by sequence effects of such failures. On basis of regulations, standards and expert knowledge in
railway area it can be decided, which top-level system failures derived by using FMEA may be
relevant as operational hazards. The result of the FMEA can be checked by using FTA. The
consideration of scenarios, in which failures occur, helps in determination of hazardous situations.
This way it can be analysed in which cases operational hazards occur. Those scenarios can be
performed with help of UML sequence diagrams.

The first step of the FMEA is a description of the system structure. This is done, by dividing the
system in subsystems. The second step is the assignment of system functions to the several
determined subsystems. On that basis possible failure functions can be determined to every system



function. These failure functions are the basis for the data for the analysis of failure consequences
and failure correlation.

These analyses can be supported by the system definition in form of the UML model. Systems and
subsystems of FMEA can be derived from the objects of the UML models. The system structure can
be determined on basis of the UML class diagram (compare Figure 3a and Figure 4) and the system
functions are derived from class operations and actions of statecharts.

Failure consequences and correlation can be indirectly gained by the information of the UML model
concerning the correlation of system functions. In UML statecharts and in these sequence diagrams,
which describe interactions between system objects, the causal and temporal system behaviour can
be found. This gives information concerning possible failure correlation. Especially the
consideration of scenarios, in which failures occur, helps in the determination of hazardous
situations. So the main creative part of the FMEA is the determination of possible failures of
subsystems and of system functions and the analysis of possible failure consequences.

1
Level Crossing in Radio Based Operation
    :

1.1
Train
    :

1.2
Level Crossing
    switch on set of gates
    switch off set of gates
        switch off set of gates is too early
    read in of the data of switch off sensor
        sensor data are wrongly processed and decided as free
    :

1.2.1
Set of Lights
    :
1.2.2
Set of Gates
    open
        opening of the gates for no reason
    close
    report opened
    report closed
1.2.3
Switch Off Sensor
    report free
        report of free but engaged in reality

System element

System function

Failure function

Compound
system

Figure 4: FMEA details corresponding with UML class diagram of Figure 3a

The result of the FMEA can be checked by analysis of the opposite way by using FTA. That means,
proceeding from operational hazards, failure causes of failures of sub systems or failures of single
actions, which lead to these operational hazards are identified (see Figure 4). In this way, additional
failure correlation could be determined. In [prEN50129] it is recommend emphatically that two
systematic methods have to be applied to be sufficiently certain concerning the completeness of the
identification of hazards. In the FTA AND and OR operations of the failure causes are considered.
This leads to failures on subsystem level, which are hazards on subsystem level. At FTA it is
distinguished between

•  failure events (graphical symbol: rectangle), which are caused by other events,
•  elementary events (graphical symbol: circle), which have no causes or whose causes are

not of interest, e.g. in risk analysis hazards on subsystem level, and
•  events, whose causes are still not clarified (graphical symbol: rhomb).



At FMEA, as described, to every system function possible failure functions are determined. These
failure functions are the basis for the data for the analysis of failure causes and failure correlation.
These data also can be used to perform an FTA in an effective way.

premature opening
of the level crossing

≥≥≥≥1

opening of the
gates for no reason

report of free but
engaged in reality

sensor data are
wrongly processed
and decided as free

switch off set
of gates is too early

≥≥≥≥1

Operational
hazard

Elementary event

OR operation

Failure event

Figure 5: Example of an FTA detail for a level crossing system

A third technique to identify operational hazard is to describe operational scenarios in sequence
diagram of UML and to analyse if failures in such operational scenarios lead to operational hazards.
This way UML notation supports directly the second step of risk analysis. For example the
sequence diagram of Figure 2 leads to the operational hazard that the train enters the level crossing
even though the gates are being opened or even though the gates are open. So the operational hazard
is that the train enters an unprotected level crossing.

From this basis functional safety requirements can be derived. To prevent systematic failures of
system functions, which lead to operational hazards, functional safety requirements are formulated,
which must be fulfilled by the UML system model. If necessary the UML system model must be
changed. For the explained example of operational hazard the corresponding safety requirement is:

The train has to begin retardation if it has not reached the level crossing after the time (twait –
tbraking_distance) it had received the report of safe status from level crossing.

twait is the time, which has to be waited before the opening of the gates for the arrival of the train.
The train needs the time tbraking_distance for braking distance. If the train does not arrive the gates will
have to be opened because people do not have unlimited patience to wait in front of the level
crossing. If the gates are not opened after a certain time they would enter the level crossing.

If in this way functional safety requirements are derived, the advantage is that they are usable for
correctness proofs. Correctness proofs will only be possible if the safety requirements are
formulated in context to the operational system model, which shall be verified. The functional
safety requirements are formulated in this way, because the failure functions and hazards are
identified on basis of the system model in UML notations. For that reason requirements derived this



way are model specific safety requirements. The deriving of safety requirements by use of the
FMEA and FTA technique is explained in more detail in [BtCaMk00].

It is decided with help of regulations, standards and expert knowledge in railway area, which
determined top-level failures may be relevant as operational hazards. By use of consequence
analysis (step 3 of risk analysis) and risk assessment (step 4) it is decided if the determined possible
hazards are tolerable. By use of consequence analysis (step 3) the consequences of the operational
hazards are determined. This way the possibilities of damages or losses, which arise from the
several operational hazards, can be estimated. So it can be determined for which causes suitable
functional safety requirements must be specified to avoid hazards, which are considered as
intolerable or undesirable but relevant for unsafe situations.

In the project SafeRail the consequence analysis is realised by using ETA (Event Tree Analysis, see
[DIN25419]). At ETA the analysis is based on events and conditions, which may influence the
system and possible consequences are examined (see Figure 6). The event tree is developed from
left to right or from bottom to top. For the different possible events the consequence events are
analysed for the case that the possible event occurs and for the case that it does not occur. Therefore
different possible paths are caused. On that basis possible accident sequences can be determined.

No accident Train injures 
road user Near miss

yes no

yes no

yes no

no yes

Train collides

Possible consequence event

Operational hazard

Road user is a pedestrian

Road user enters level 
crossing

Premature opening of the 
level crossing

         ...Road user recognises train 
and avoids accident

Alternative consequences
for the cases of occurrence
or no occurrence of the event

Figure 6: Example of an ETA detail for a level crossing system

In the consequence analysis, those events that are relevant for interactions between the system and
its environment are considered. Therefore the ETA can be supported by the UML system model this
way that such events are identified, which play a part in the interaction of the system with its
environment. Those events may cause possible consequences of operational hazards. On the other
side this consideration of possible event sequences leads to events which had not been considered
yet in the UML model and which would lead to completions to the model. In addition to this the



performance of the consequence analysis can be supported by such use cases in UML notation,
which describe the interaction of the system with its environment. Those use cases, which contain a
consequence of an operational hazard, describe one path of the event tree in ETA. In this way UML
notations may support the development of event trees. In the ETA of Figure 6 the path with broken
lines corresponds with the UML sequence diagram of Figure 2.

At risk assessment (step 4) the risk of such operational hazards is estimated on the basis of the
consequences, which lead to an accident, described in the consequence analysis. By using
quantitative risk analysis the estimation can be performed, based on probabilistic values more
precisely. In [Br01] and [Si01] the performance of a quantitative risk analysis in railway area on the
basis of accident statistics is explained. By determination of operational hazards on that basis the
result of risk analysis is first that the safety target for the system is identified, which must be
considered at the design and the realisation of the system. Second, functional safety requirements
that are specific for the system model and suitable for correctness or refutation proofs, are
determined. Third safety relevant scenarios are identified, which must be consistent to the system
behaviour, modelled in UML class diagrams and statecharts.

5. Evidence of safe functionality

For evidence of safe functionality correctness, refutation and consistence checks can be performed
by using model checking (see [Ca99] and [Bt01]). It enables the check of the fulfilment of
functional safety requirements and scenarios in operational models. At model checking, algorithms
pass through the state space of the operational model, checking the compliance of the requirements
or required sequences. The advantage is that it is easily applicable as method for correctness check
because the check is performed automatically. But in some cases the state space of the operational
model explodes and cannot be checked completely. In these cases the operational model has to be
reduced otherwise model checking could only be used as refutation method to detect faults (see
[Ru00]).

A precondition for formal correctness and refutation checks for safe functionality is that safety
requirements have to be specified in a formal logic language (a kind of temporal logic). One reason
for the very rare use of such kind of evidence of safety is that understanding and applying temporal
logics is difficult for engineers, who normally are no experts in higher logic. To handle this problem
there are some approaches using graphical notations. The meaning of the logical statement is
graphically illustrated by the specification. Nevertheless, these approaches require dealing
independently with temporal logic semantics, although in restricted form.

These difficulties are met by using pre-specified generic safety requirements (see [Bt01]). These
patterns contain only those temporal logic expressions, which are suitable for the different kinds of
safety requirements. Because these patterns are used for specification of safety requirements they
are called safety patterns. Those safety patterns are listed in a catalogue of safety patterns. In a first



step the developer identifies the suitable safety pattern with the respective formal formula in this
catalogue. The identification is supported by an arrangement of the safety patterns based on a
semantic classification of different kinds of safety requirements. In a second step the developer has
to adapt the identified safety pattern to the respective safety requirement in context to the
operational model. So the result is a formally specified safety requirement, which is an instance of a
safety pattern.

In the catalogue every safety pattern is given in the formal notations CTL (Computation Tree
Logic) and LTL (Linear Time Temporal Logic). Furthermore the specification in µ-calculus and
Temporal OCL (an extension of the Object Constraint Language by temporal logic aspects,
compare [Fl01]) is in process. This way the developer is able to choose the formalism required for
the model checker according to his preferences. For that reason different expressive powers of
different variants of temporal logic are considered in the safety patterns approach. Every safety
pattern is explained in natural language, so that the meaning of the safety patterns is easily to
understand.

In case of formal specification an additional specification in natural language is necessarily required
in the standards (see [IEC61508] and [EN50128]) for reasons of clear understandability. But the
problem is that natural language permits ambiguous formulations. Therefore in natural language a
requirement might be specified, which is not equivalent to the original intention of the formal
specification. For that reason safety patterns do not only support formal specification of safety
requirements but also enable specifications in words of natural language equivalent to the formal
specification. Every safety pattern contains a pattern in a restricted natural language. The meaning
of the used constructs and words, which are used for description, are fixed in the catalogue (see
[BtGo02]). That means that a norm language is used for the patterns in natural language and the
descriptions in natural language. A norm language sounds like a natural language, but it is a
strongly reduced form of natural language. It is a connecting link between natural languages and
formal languages (see [Or97]). This way a safety pattern can also be used to formulate precisely a
safety requirement in natural language. Especially in teamwork, clearly understandable and
precisely formulated specifications of safety requirements are a precondition for the development of
safe automation systems. Besides in communication with approval authorities the meaning of
formal safety requirements is easy to understand based on such a safety pattern catalogue.
Consequently a main advantage in comparison to other approaches is that safety patterns imparts
expert knowledge with regard to formal specification, formulation of safety requirements in a
restricted form of natural language and with regard to temporal logic characteristics of the different
kinds of safety requirements. In Figure 7 an example of a safety pattern is shown.



Safety Pattern ds-wet-27
dynamic safety requirement without explicit time, concerning beginning of validity and concerning
permissibility of validity, safety pattern no. 27

Classification
dynamic safety requirement / safety requirement without explicit time / safety requirement with temporal
dependencies / safety requirement concerning beginning of validity / safety requirement concerning
permissibility of validity / validity strict after a certain point in time / validity prohibition before point in
time / validity any times often

Pattern in Natural Language
Only strictly after that point in time when p occurs then it is permitted that q is valid any times often.
Alternatives:
Only strictly after the event p has occurred then from now on it is permitted that the action q is being
executed.
If the event p has not occurred until now, then the action q must not yet be executed.

Formal Pattern
CTL: A((not q) W (p and (not q)))

LTL: (not q) W (p and (not q))

Temporal OCL3: inv: let requiredSequence = Sequence{not qConf, pConf} in begin
implies

self@post�forAll(s:OclPath | s�includes(requiredSequence) or
s�excludes(qConf))

Explanation in Natural Language
A main characteristic of this safety pattern is that q may only occur strictly after p. The exact point in
time after p is irrelevant. The main thing is that q occurs strictly after p. That means q must neither occur
before nor together with p. q may occur but it do not have to.

Example of Use
System
Level crossing
Safety requirement in natural language
The gates may only be opened when the train has passed the level crossing.
Safety requirement in norm language
Only strictly after the event train.train_passed has occurred then from now on it is permitted that
the action level_crossing.opening is being executed.
Safety requirement in formal language
CTL: A((not level_crossing.opening) W (train.train_passed and

(not level_crossing.opening)))

Figure 7: Example of a safety pattern
                                                
3 “pConf” describes the configuration, which is reached at the occurrence of  the event p and “qConf” is the configuration, which is
valid at the execution of the action q. Configurations describe unambiguously every possible system state and in this way they also
represent certain events and actions.



It is also in process to enlarge the data in every safety pattern with graphical descriptions. The
graphical description contains typical possible sequences of states and, depending on the respective
formal language also different examples of possible computation paths, see [BtGo02]. To support
the identification of the suitable safety requirements a tool-supported dialog guidance is in
development, compare [BtGo02]. With the help of this tool the suitable safety pattern can be
identified through several dialogs and through different static and dynamic dialog forms. In the
dialogs different classification trees of safety patterns are considered. Such a tool will also support
the differentiation of similar safety patterns.

Altogether we can take the note of the following benefits of safety patterns. Safety patterns support
•  to specify correctly safety requirements in formal languages.
•  to interpret correctly formal specifications.
•  the use of different tools for correctness checking.
•  to specify safety requirements by using a restricted terminology of 

natural language corresponding to the formal specification.

6. Conclusion

In this paper the main activities at the development of system requirements specifications have been
derived from demands of new European standards in railway area and from the international generic
standard [IEC61508] concerning safety critical systems. Not only a safe system requirements
specification has to be achieved but also it has to be demonstrated that a safe system specification is
achieved in system requirements specification according to these standards. To obtain evidence of
safety the importance of risk analysis and the importance of evidence of safe functionality
according to standards have been shown. A precise system model is the basis for both activities.

In conclusion the overview on the process model for the development of system requirements
specifications for railway systems is shown in Figure 8. The arrows show the flow of information
between activities.

safety requirements
in formal notation

precise system model
 in UML

correct system model
related to safety

risik analysis

identification of
operational hazards

consequence
analysis

risk assessment

formal consistence
 and refutation checks

Figure 8: Overview on the process model for the development of system requirements
specifications for railway systems



The UML notation can be used to specify a precise and clearly understandable system model, which
is exact, unambiguous and compact as well as easily understandable by developers, operation
authority, supervising authority and assessors. On the one hand this is the basis to support risk
analysis in an efficient way. The several steps of risk analysis necessary for preparation of a system
requirements specification have been explained. The meaning of the safety analysis techniques
ETA, FTA and FMEA as part of risk analysis has been introduced. On the other hand a precise
system model in UML enables correctness and refutation checks related to the fulfilment of safety
requirements. By risk analysis the identification of safety requirements can be supported. Using
safety patterns, engineers who are no experts in higher logic, are able to specify and to interpret
correctly safety requirements in formal specification languages, what is recommended by standards,
as well as precise specifications in natural language. In this way safety patterns are a connecting
link between specifications in natural language and formal specifications. Within the scope of the
DFG project SafeRail a theory (see [Ca99] and [BtGö02]) and tool prototypes have been developed
for consistence and refutation checks between UML statecharts and functional safety requirements
specified by using safety patterns. In case of detected failures the system model has to be changed.
A correct system model related to safety is the basis for risk assessment (see [Br01]). Further on
there will be developed conversions, which provide the full expressive power of UML statecharts.
In addition information of UML class diagrams shall be considered according to semantics
described in [Ar02].
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